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Antibodies

Immunoglobulin (Ig) – an antibody is a defensive gamma 
globulin (i.e. protein) found in the blood plasma, 
tissue fluids, body secretions, and on some leukocyte 
membranes  ///  (but not inside our cells!)

– the basic structural unit of an antibody

– composed of four polypeptide chains linked by 
disulfide   (-S-S-) bonds

– two larger heavy chains about 400 amino acids 
long  //  heavy chains have a hinge region where 
antibody is bent

– two light chains about half as long

– variable (V) region in all four chains  //  gives the 
antibody its uniqueness



Antibodies

– antigen binding site – formed from 
the V regions of the heavy and light 
chain on each arm  //  attaches to the 
epitope of an antigen molecule

• Each monomer can bind to two 
epitopes

• Epitopes can be on same cell or on 
two different cells (e.g. aglutination)

– constant (C) region has the same 
amino acid sequence within one 
person and determines mechanism of 
antibody action
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Antibody Structure



Five Classes of Antibodies

• Remember “MADGE” (IgM – IgA – IgD – IgG – 
IgE)

– Note:  a single plasma cell has the capacity to 
produce all the different classes of antibodies 

– Single plasma cells makes 2,000 antibodies per 
second for 7 days – clonal selection produces 
thousands of active plasma cells

– A single plasma cells may start to produce IgM 
antibodies and then switch to produce IgG later 
in the infection



Five Classes of Antibodies

  - Immunoglobulin M (IgM)

• pentamer in plasma and lymph

• secreted in primary immune response

• Agglutination of RBCs

• Able to activate complement ion



Five Classes of Antibodies

–  Immunoglobulin A (IgA)

• Secretory dimer in mucus, saliva, tears, 
milk, and intestinal secretions

• prevents pathogen adherence to epithelia 
and penetrating underlying tissues

• provides passive immunity to newborns

• monomer in plasma



Five Classes of Antibodies

–  Immunoglobulin (IgD)

• Monomer

• B cell membrane antigen receptor

• thought to function in B cell activation 
by antigens



Five Classes of Antibodies

– Immunoglobulin (IgG)

• Monomer

• constitutes 80% of circulating antibodies

• crosses placenta to fetus

• secreted in secondary immune response

• Able to activate complement



Five Classes of Antibodies

– Immunoglobulin (IgE)

• Monomer

• transmembrane protein on basophils and mast cells

• stimulates release of histamine and other chemical 
mediators of inflammation and allergy  //  produces 
immediate hypersensitivity reactions

• binds to antigen on parasites  //  attracts eosinophils to 
parasitic infections  //  result in respiratory burst to kill 
parasite



Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC).

Organisms, such as many parasites, that are too large 
for ingestion by phagocytic cells must be attacked 
externally.
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What four actions are used by antibodies
to defeat pathogens?

• #1) Neutralization  =  antibodies mask 
pathogenic region of antigen

• #2) Complement fixation

– antigen binds to IgM or IgG, antibody 
changes shape, initiates complement binding 
which leads to inflammation, phagocytosis, 
immune clearance, or cytolysis 

– primary defense against foreign cells, 
bacteria, and mismatched RBCs



• #3) Agglutination  //  antibody has 2-10 binding sites

– binds to multiple enemy cells immobilizing them from spreading

• #4) Precipitation  //  antibody binds antigen molecules (not cells)

– creates antigen-antibody complex that precipitates //  potentially 
dangerous because falls in between epithelial cells // 

– IgG and IgM able to initiate complement within membranes which may 
destroy surrounding tissue 

– Ag-Ab complex normally phagocytized by eosinophils or immune 
clearance mediated by C3b-RBC-Ag-Ab complex carried to spleen’s 
macrophage

What are the four actions used by antibodies
to defeat pathogens?
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What is the difference between a 
primary & secondary humoral response?

• Primary immune response – immune reaction 
brought about by the first exposure to an antigen

– appearance of protective antibodies delayed 
for 3 to 6 days while naïve B cells multiply and 
differentiate into plasma cells

– as plasma cells produce antibodies, the 
antibody titer (level in the blood plasma) rises

• IgM appears first, peaks in about 10 days, 
soon declines

• IgG levels rise as IgM declines, but IgG titer 
drops to a low level within a month



– primary response leaves one with an immune 
memory of the antigen

• during clonal selection, some of the clonal 
becomes memory B cells

• found mainly in germinal centers of the lymph 
nodes

• memory cells able to mount a very quick 
secondary response //  matter of hours not 
days!

What is the difference between a 
primary & secondary humoral response?



– Occurs when re-exposed to the same antigen

– plasma cells form within hours

– IgG titer rises sharply and peaks in a few days

– response is so rapid that the antigen has little chance to exert a 
noticeable effect on the body

– no illness results

– low levels of IgM also secreted and quickly declines

– IgG remain elevated for weeks to years  //  conferring long lasting 
protection

– The “memory function” does not last as long in humoral immunity as 
it does in  cellular immunity

What is secondary humoral immunity?
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How may the adaptive immunity response
vary between different people?

• Immune responses may be:

– Just right / maintains healthy state

– Too vigorous = hypersensitivity (e.g. Anaphylactic shock)

– Too weak = immunodeficiency disease (e.g. AIDS)

– Misdirected against wrong target cells = autoimmune 
diseases (i.e. Type 1 diabetes)


